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Innovative Programs Expand Customer Access to Solar Power
INTRODUCTION:
In 1936, when the Walton Electrical Association began running power lines
to farms in rural Walton and Morgan counties, it did so as a cooperative with
its customers owning the company. With a $90,000 grant from the federal
Rural Electrification Administration, it soon was supplying power to homes
and businesses that investor-owned power companies refused to serve. As it
turns out, that co-op model works as well in 2019 as it did in 1936. In 2015,
Walton EMC listened to its customer owners who said, rather emphatically,
“We want renewable energy.” The utility responded by creating its Cooperative
Solar program that allowed its customers to invest in the company’s first
solar array. That six-acre, one megawatt project was fully-subscribed before
construction was completed. It was so successful, the co-op built another array
more than twice the size of the original. Power from that facility was again
quickly allocated. Now, at work on their third solar farm, Walton EMC recently
catapulted itself into solar stardom by landing a contract to supply a new
Facebook data center in Newton County with 220 megawatts of solar power.
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THE WATER BODY:
In Georgia, more water is used to produce electricity than is used for any other
purpose. Water withdrawals from rivers and lakes to supply the state’s nuclear,
coal and natural-gas fueled power plants amount to as much as 1.9 billion
gallons a day. Those withdrawals place a strain on already stressed water bodies,
reducing the amount of water available to downstream users and impacting fish
and other wildlife through changes in stream flows and water temperatures.
These massive water withdrawals can also kill fish, fish larvae and eggs when
the wildlife gets sucked into the power plant’s intake structures. The state’s
two largest coal-fired power plants, Bowen in Bartow County and Scherer
in Monroe County, each day permanently remove more than 60 million
gallons of water from the Etowah and Ocmulgee river systems. Because
renewable power sources like wind and solar require no water, they
relieve stress on Georgia’s rivers. The Southern Alliance for Clean Energy
estimates that Walton EMC’s more than 220 megawatts of solar production
offset the need to withdraw more than 200 million gallons of water
annually from the state’s rivers.
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THE CLEAN:
Walton EMC’s embrace of solar power has been a grassroots initiative.
“Our customer-owners were asking for it, and since we are owned by
them that’s what got us started. They were the main drivers,” said Greg
Brooks, Walton EMC’s director of community and public relations.
Though they were asking for it, there were obstacles. Home solar
installations can be cost prohibitive for some consumers and only about
25 percent of homes in the U.S. are even suitable for on-site solar. From
these obstacles was birthed Walton EMC’s Cooperative Solar program.
Top: This solar array and others operated by Walton
The customer-owners elect to purchase $25 blocks of solar power each
EMC help provide power to some 4,000 customers.
month. These investments are then used to support large solar arrays
Above: Workers install panels at a Walton EMC solar
supplying additional power to the state’s electricity grid. The investors
array. The utility provider will soon have more than
220 megawatts of solar power in its portfolio.
then receive credits on their power bill each month. Typically, those
investing in solar see a monthly increase on their power bills of about one
dollar. To date, some 4,000 of the EMC’s 130,000 customer-owners participate in the program, supporting more than 6
megawatts of solar output. Now, other EMCs are copying Walton, bringing more solar online.

These successful programs attracted the attention of Facebook which was looking to locate a data center in the area and
wanted to run it with 100 percent renewables. Negotiations with the social media giant led to Walton EMC investing in
another 200 megawatts of solar with construction now underway at facilities in Early, Calhoun and Colquitt counties in south
Georgia. The projects represent a $230 million investment and are expected to create some 800 jobs during construction.
This rapid investment in solar pushed Walton EMC to top solar status in the southeast. Between 2018 and 2022, no other
power provider in the southeast will show more solar growth per customer.
Walton EMC’s solar growth model is surprisingly similar to the original customer-owner not-for-profit, co-op arrangement
that started Walton Electric Association in 1936.
“The biggest advantage is our focus is on serving our people, not making a profit so we do what’s best for them,” Brooks
said. That includes returning profits back to its customers each year in the form of credits on power bills and investing
millions of dollars in community and charitable organizations in the areas it serves.
With their leadership on solar power, who knows, perhaps someday in the future when they give away one of their used
fleet trucks at their annual customer-owner meeting (a longstanding tradition), that vehicle will be one of the electric
variety powered by the sun.
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